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LED Troffer Fixture Rebates
Brighten your office with energy savings
If you’re looking for ways to make your office more energy efficient, replacing your
traditional fluorescent lighting systems with LED troffers can deliver significant savings.
Use our new rebates to lower your up-front costs and speed up the return on your
investment. Whether you’re constructing a new property, conducting a major retrofit,
or replacing inefficient fixtures, you can take advantage of this energy-efficient
technology at a lower cost.

Why Upgrade to LED Troffers?
Reduce energy use: LEDs are more energy efficient than traditional
fluorescent lighting fixtures. According to the U.S. Department of Energy,
in some cases, they can be 45% more efficient.
Operational savings: LED technology can have a longer life span
than traditional fluorescents, reducing your replacement and
maintenance costs. The typical, expected life span is over
50,000 hours. By incorporating dimming controls you can
extend life span even further and increase savings.
Improve light quality: LEDs produce an even, bright
light which can improve the comfort and productivity
of employees.
Increased durability: LEDs are less fragile than
fluorescents and less prone to breakage. Plus, they contain
no mercury which simplifies the disposal process.
LED Troffer Fixture Rebates Available
Type of LED Troffer
New LED Troffer Fixtures
(Replacing fluorescent fixtures in existing buildings)
Retrofit Kit for LED Troffer Fixtures
(Retrofitting fluorescent fixtures in existing buildings)
New LED Troffer Fixtures
for new construction projects

Size/Type

Rebate
$50/fixture

1’ x 4’
2’ x 2’
2’ x 4’

$30/fixture
$30/fixture

Invoices must be dated on or after March 21, 2014.
Note: Rebates are subject to full program eligibility and participation requirements, restrictions and limitations available at
xcelenergy.com/Rebates.

LEDs offer the potential for cutting
general lighting energy use nearly in
half by 2030, saving energy dollars
and carbon emissions in the process.
– U.S. Department of Energy
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Specifications to Qualify for LED Troffer Rebates
To qualify for a rebate, LED troffer fixtures must be listed on the DesignLights
Consortium’s (DLC) Qualified product list, available at designlights.org. The DLC
develops specifications for high-efficiency, high-quality commercial lighting solutions and
maintains listings of qualified products.

Take the Next Step to Start Saving
To get started on a lighting efficiency improvement project, contact your
account manager or an energy efficiency specialist at 1-800-481-4700.
Visit ResponsibleByNature.com/Business for more information on our Lighting
Efficiency Rebate program.
Small business customers can receive a free lighting assessment and services.
Call 1-877-287-2250 for more information or to set up an appointment.
Looking for ways to finance an energy efficiency project? Ask us about programs
available in your area.
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